












Extract, from a long letter from 
Cardinal Wolsey to Henry VIII, 5 July 
1527, (SP1/42, f.156r-158r)

This reflects the nature of the early 
negotiations for the divorce: the 
desire to keep Catherine of Aragon 
in the dark, to limit her access to 
advice, and to blame her for not 
agreeing to the divorce by saying 
that it would endanger the peace 
negotiations with France and 
prevent Henry from having an heir.  
It seemed that rumours were 
spreading around London, despite 
the crown’s attempts to keep 
proceedings quiet, and that even 
high-ranking people listened to 
them for their information.



Pope Clement VII (Giulio de' Medici).









95% of English Art was destroyed…

Some members of religious 

orders chose exile; others 

offered resistance to the 

changes. When the 

Carthusian monks refused 

to take the Oath of 

Supremacy, recognising 

Henry as head of the 

church, several were 

hanged, drawn and 

quartered, while others 

‘disappeared’ in prison and 

were starved to death



Helpless Poor' were not considered to be a burden as the government believed that it was not their fault that they were in 
their position. Some parishes gave these people a licence to beg.

Able Bodied Poor. These were people who could work but also wanted to work. Each parish was meant to build a workhouse. 
The unemployed worked in these making cloth or anything that might benefit the parish. They got paid out of the Poor Rate. 
They would remain in the workhouse until they found a ‘normal’ job.

The third group, the more dangerous, were itinerant Rogues and Vagabonds, who roamed the highways begging and 
stealing… anybody found begging was flogged until 'his back was bloody.Those who were caught continually begging could be 
sent to prison and hanged, or their tongues branded, and kept as a slaves for two years.s.







The jousting accident that turned 
Henry VIII into a tyrant…..

Jousting nearly killed him in 1536. The fall at Greenwich left him "speechless" for 
two hours, and Anne Boleyn, the woman for whom he had divorced his original 
queen, Katherine of Aragon, was told that he would die – the shock of which 
news, she said, caused her to miscarry the child she was expecting. The 
miscarried baby was male, and it was immediately after this that Henry told 
Anne they would clearly never have male children together, and turned against 
her.  Then Katherine of Aragon died.  Less than six months later Anne had been 
executed and Henry had married the third of his six wives, Jane Seymour.



“My first wife was boring and 
stubborn… my second was too 
clever for her own good….
By God, I’m going to make 
sure that my third wife is 
stupid!”
- From the script of the 1936 

film The Private Life of 
Henry Vlll.

- (Problem – how to get rid 
of Ann….)







Cromwell ruled the roost, 
continuing to plunder Church 
property, direct foreign affairs, 
and to nudge Religious belief 
in the direction of German 
Protestantism.
This latter was risky: at heart, 
Henry remained a Catholic.  A 
Catholic without a pope: Head 
of the Catholic Church of 
England.
The executions of those who 
still supported the pope 
continued: and also of those 
who opposed Catholic 
doctrine.
Jane gave birth to the much 
desired son: and died.

24 October 1537 – Death of Queen Jane Seymour







The Screaming Lady of the 
Haunted Gallery: 
Catherine Howard

Henry was nearly 50 years old when he married the teenage 
Catherine, and he was in failing health. Incapacitated by an 
ulcerated jousting wound in his leg, Henry’s girth had increased 
at an alarming rate. When he became king he had been a trim 32 
inches around the waist; by the time he met Anne of Cleves it 
was closer to 52 inches.



Within a few months, Henry was lamenting that his courtiers 
had deceived him, saying, according to the French ambassador, 
that “on pretexts of some trivial faults… they had made several 
false accusations to him, as a result of which he had put to 
death the most faithful servant he had ever had”.

Cromwell was condemned to death without trial, lost all his 
titles and property, and was beheaded on Tower Hill on 28 July 
1540 in a public execution, the day of the King's marriage to 
Catherine Howard. The executioner had great difficulty 
severing the head.







….in addition to Henry's problematic blood type, the researchers propose that he also had a rare genetic disorder called 
McLeod syndrome., which sets in around age 40 with symptoms including heart disease, movement disorders and major 
psychological symptoms, including paranoia and mental decline.
The disease could explain many of Henry's physical ailments. It could also explain why he may have become more 
despotic as he grew older…

Oxford researcher Kevin Dutton, who wrote The Wisdom of 
Psychopaths: Lessons in Life from Saints, Spies and Serial Killing  
identifies Henry as a psychopath.

A	carefully	argued	article	published	in	1972	by	Miles	F.	
Shore	in The	Journal	of	Interdisciplinary	History	(The	MIT	
Press)	found,	after	examining	Henry	VIII's	behavior	with	a	
psychoanalyst's	view,	that	the	king	exhibited "distinct	
behavior	changes,	and	at	least	one	depressive	episode”		and	
described	him	as	a	distinct	narcissist.

HENRY	VIII:	SYPHILITIC?	Psychosis	can	result	
from	untreated	late-stage	syphilis,	which	was	
first	recorded	in	Europe	in	1494.	

It was Thomas More who is thought to have said of 
his friend, his master and his murderer, "For if the 
lion knows his own strength, then no man could 
control him."

One thing is certain: if Henry admired or loved you, then he idolised you.  If he later found that you 
opposed him, or if he suspected that you had deceived him… then he killed you. 





Katherine married Henry on 12 July 
1543 at Hampton Court Palace.



































































A MISCAST 
CHARACTER, 
OR A WAR 
CRIMINAL?









The American Revolution  was a colonial revolt that took place 
between 1765 and 1783. 

The French Revolution (1789–1799) was accompanied 
by violent turmoil, including executions and repression 
during the Reign of Terror, and warfare involving every 
other major European power.





A desire for liberty and justice led to a reign of terror….













The Founding Fathers were élitists who wanted power to 
remain with the enlightened, landowning few and not with the 
“common man” or “mob rule.” Even the voting process is 
filtered through an electoral college…. Angela Lombardo










